We present the high-temperature expansion (HTE) up to 10th order of the specific heat C and the uniform susceptibility χ for Heisenberg models with arbitrary exchange patterns and arbitrary spin quantum number s. We encode the algorithm in a C++ program which allows to get explicitly the HTE series for concrete Heisenberg models. We apply our algorithm to pyrochlore ferromagnets and kagome antiferromagnets using several Padé approximants for the HTE series. For the pyrochlore ferromagnet we use the HTE data for χ to estimate the Curie temperature Tc as a function of the spin quantum number s. We find that Tc is smaller than that for the simple cubic lattice, although both lattices have the same coordination number. For the kagome antiferromagnet the influence of the spin quantum number s on the susceptibility as a function of renormalized temperature T /s(s + 1) is rather weak for temperatures down to T /s(s + 1) ∼ 0.3. On the other hand, the specific heat as a function of T /s(s + 1) noticeably depends on s. The characteristic maximum in C(T ) is monotonously shifted to lower values of T /s(s + 1) when increasing s.
I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic systems described by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian
are an active field of theoretical and experimental research. [1] The accurate description of these quantum many-body systems is a basic aim of theoretical investigations. The comparison with experimental studies typically requires the calculation of the temperature dependence of physical properties, such as the susceptibility χ and the specific heat C. For unfrustrated spin systems the quantum Monte Carlo technique is a suitable tool to provide precise data, but it is not applicable due to the sign problem for frustrated quantum spin models. [2] A universal straightforward approach to calculate thermodynamic quantities is the high-temperature expansion (HTE). For Heisenberg models this method was introduced in an early work by W. Opechowski [3] based on a method of approximate evaluation of the partition function developed by H.A. Kramers. In the 1950ies and 1960ies the method was further developed and widely applied to various Heisenberg systems, see e.g. Refs. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
The HTE method is now well-established and its application to magnetic systems is a basic tool in theoretical physics, see Refs. 9, 10 and references therein. For the Heisenberg model with nearest-neighbor interaction on standard lattices now typically the HTE is known up to * Electronic address: johannes.richter@physik.uni-magdeburg.de high-orders, see for example Refs. 11 and 12, where the HTE up to 14th order for the triangular lattice and up to 16th order for the kagome were published. On the other hand, often magnetic compounds and corresponding spin models are of interest, where two, three or even more exchange constants are relevant. Typical examples are magnetic systems with nearest-neighbor, next-nearestneighbor, and 3rd-nearest-neighbor couplings, see, e.g., Ref. 13 . Moreover, in most of the quasi-low-dimensional magnetic compounds interchain or interlayer couplings play a role. Note further that available high-order HTE are often restricted to spin quantum number s = 1/2, see again Refs. 11 and 12 as an example. As a rule, for such more complex exchange geometries and/or higher spin quantum numbers s > 1/2 relevant for the interpretation of experimental data the HTE is not available in higher orders. An earlier attempt to bridge this gap was published in Ref. 14, where general analytical HTE expressions were given for arbitrary s and arbitrary Heisenberg exchange couplings up to order three. Very recently the present authors have published a significant extension of this work using computer algebraic tools. [15] In that paper the HTE algorithm for general spin-s Heisenberg models up 8th order was presented. This algorithm was encoded as a C++ program. The download (URL http://www.uni-magdeburg.de/jschulen/HTE/) and use are free. Thus this algorithm provides a flexible tool for the community to compute the HTE for the susceptibility and the specific heat, which can be used to analyze the thermodynamics of spin models, to check approximations, and, last but not least, to compare experimental data with model predictions.
In our previous work [15] we considered several models. Our results demonstrated that the 8th order HTE with a subsequent Padé approximation is (i) able to describe correctly the maximum of the susceptibility of a square-lattice s=1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet, (ii) can yield better results for spin systems in dimension d > 1 than full exact diagonalization, and (iii) gives good agreement with Monte Carlo data for the classical pyrochlore antiferromagnet down to temperatures of about 40% of the exchange coupling.
In this paper we extend our approach up to 10th order for general Heisenberg Hamiltonians. Again we will provide this new extendended tool as a freely accessible C++ program, see Appendix A. After briefly explaining our method (Sect II) we apply it in Sect III to the pyrochlore ferromagnet and the kagome antiferromagnet. In the Appendices B and C we present explicitly the HTE series for the pyrochlore and the kagome spin-s Heisenberg magnets.
II. BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THE METHOD
We consider the HTE expansion of extensive quantities f , e. g., susceptibility χ or specific heat C, of the form
Here β is the inverse dimensionless temperature β = J kB T , where J is a typical exchange energy, and the index Σ indicates the dependence on the spin system Σ which is given by the Hamiltonian (1) and the value of the spin quantum number s. A further dependence on the magnetic field is possible but neglected in this paper. As mentioned in the Introduction we do not consider special systems Σ but rather look for a general HTE expansion valid for arbitrary Heisenberg systems.
Interestingly, the coefficients c Σ,f n in (2) can be written in the form of scalar products between two vectors Q and p such that the first vector Q only depends on the spin system Σ, but not on s, and the second one p only on the considered quantity f and the spin quantum number s. The index set of the vectors p and Q can be identified with finite sets G f n of multigraphs, see Ref. 15 for the details. Thus the scalar product of Q and p is a sum over multigraphs G ∈ G f n :
To give an elementary example, consider f = χ, the zerofield uniform susceptibility. Simplifying the notation a bit we may write
Here
In this example the p f (G) are polynomials in the variable r ≡ s(s + 1) of the form p f (G) = n ν=0 a ν r ν , where n is the order of HTE in (3). This holds in general. Also generally the Q Σ (G) are polynomials in the coupling constants J µν that can be calculated by considering the various ways of embedding the graph G into the spin system.
For example, each mapping of the 3-chain s s s onto three spins with numbers λ < µ < ν gives rise to a term J λµ J µν in Q Σ (G). The condition λ < µ < ν guarantees that different embeddings resulting from symmetries of G are counted only once. Also this is typical for the general situation.
If the spin system is an infinite lattice, the Q Σ (G) have to be redefined by first considering finite realizations of Σ, and then dividing by the number of spins N and considering the thermodynamic limit N −→ ∞. If G is not connected then Q Σ (G) would scale with N c , where c is the number of connected components of G. Hence, for sake of consistency, the sets G f n must consist of connected graphs only. Keeping this in mind, the coefficients c Σ,f n obtained represent rigorous results on infinite spin lattices that are notoriously rare.
For the determination of Q Σ (G) there exist effective computer programs. On the other hand, we have determined the "universal" polynomials p f (G) for f = χ, C and γ(G) ≤ 10. The method used has been explained to some details in Ref. 15 and will only be sketched here. The crucial auxiliary data are the polynomials p (t) (G)(r) resulting from the moments of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian (1) viã
In this case the polynomials can be shown to be of the form p (t) (G) = γ ν=g a ν r ν , where g = g(G) is the number of vertices of G and γ = γ(G) the number of edges. These polynomials have been essentially determined by numerically calculating Tr H n and Q Σ (G) for a suitable number of randomly chosen spin systems and then solving the linear system of equations (11) for the p (t) (G. This has to be repeated for different values of s = 1/2, 1, 3/2, . . . in order to estimate the rational coefficients of the polynomials p (t) (G)(r), r = s(s + 1). Additionally, partial analytical results from Refs. 9 and 15 have been used and various cross checks have been performed.
As described in Ref. 15 , one deduces from the p (t) (G) the "magnetic moments"
and from thet n andμ n the HTE series for C(β) and χ(β). In this last step there will occur products of Q Σ (G µ ) as well as contributions from disconnected graphs. In order to obtain manifestly extensive quantities, these various non-extensive terms have to cancel by means of certain "product rules" of the form
All calculations described in this section involve a total number of 7355 graphs. Especially those steps leading from the moments to the HTE series have been performed with the aid of the computer algebra system MATHE-MATICA 8.0.
III. APPLICATIONS
The region of validity of the HTE can be extended by Padé approximants [16] (see also Refs. 9 and 10). The Padé approximants are ratios of two polynomials [m, n] = P m (x)/R n (x) of degree m and n and they provide an analytic continuation of a function f (x) given by a power series. As a rule approximants with m ∼ n provide best results. Since we have a power series up to 10th order, we use here the corresponding [4, 6] , [5, 5] , and [6, 4] Padé approximants. As in our previous paper [15] we will present the temperature dependence of physical quantities using a renormalized temperature T /s(s + 1).
A. The pyrochlore Heisenberg ferromagnet
The pyrochlore antiferromagnet has attracted much attention over the last years as an example of a highly frustrated three-dimensional (3D) magnetic system, see, e.g. Refs. 17-19 and references therein. In our previous paper [15] we have already presented the analytical expressions for χ and C up to order 8 as well as the temperature dependence of the susceptibility for the pyrochlore Heisenberg antiferromagnet, where a very good agreement of the [4, 4] Padé approximant with classical Monte Carlo results down to temperatures of about 40% of the exchange coupling was found. The new terms of HTE in orders 9 and 10 can be found in Appendix B.
Here we consider the ferromagnetic case. We consider only nearest neighbor bonds and set J µν = J = −1 for neighboring sites µ and ν. We want to demonstrate that the 10th order HTE is an appropriate tool to determine the critical (Curie) temperature T c for 3D ferromagnets. To the best of our knowledge so far no data for T c of 1/s pyro: q n pyro: [4, 6] pyro: [5, 5] pyro: [6, 4] sc MC: sc sc [4, 6] the pyrochlore ferromagnet were reported in the literature. In Fig. 1 we show the Padé approximant [4, 6] of the inverse susceptibility 1/χ. We see the typical behavior of 3D ferromagnet. The extreme quantum case s = 1/2 is somewhat separated from the other curves, but for s > 1 the curves are very close to each other. The zeros of 1/χ(T ) curves can be understood as an estimate of the critical temperature. More sophisticated methods exploit the behavior of the expansion coefficients c n , see Eq. (2), of the susceptibility to determine T c , see, e.g. Refs. 4, 6, 20. One variant is to analyze the quotient q n = c n /c n−1 . If the critical behavior of χ is given by χ(T ) ∝ (T − T c ) −λ , T → T c + 0, in the limit n → ∞ this quotient depends linearly on 1/n according to q n = kT c + (λ − 1)kT c /n. Hence we get T c by lim n→∞ q n = T c .
We made a linear fit of our HTE data for q n including data points for n = 5, . . . , 10 to get an approximate value for T c . Our results for T c are shown in Fig. 2 . For comparison we also show T c data for the simple-cubic ferromagnet, where precise Monte Carlo data are available for s = 1/2 (Ref. 21) and for s → ∞ (Ref. 22) , which yield an impression of the accuracy of the HTE estimate of T c . Except for the s = 1/2-pyrochlore case the q n data follow reasonably well a straight line (see also the error bars in Fig. 2 ). For the s = 1/2-pyrochlore ferromagnet the linear fit of the q n data due to extremely large fluctuations of the data fails. [23] The comparison with the Monte Carlo data for the simple-cubic ferromagnet demonstrates that indeed the HTE series up to order 10 for the susceptibility may yield accurate values for T c . Already the poles in the Padé approximants provide reasonable results (we have about 14% deviation from Monte Carlo data for s = 1/2 and about 9% for s → ∞). The linear fit of q n is even very close to the Monte Carlo results.
Comparing the pyrochlore and simple cubic lattices we find that T c is significantly lower for the pyrochlore lattice. (Note that a simple molecular field approximation would lead to identical values of T c , since both lattices have the same coordination number.) A similar finding was reported in Ref. 24 , where the Curie temperatures of stacked square and a stacked kagome ferromagnets were compared. In analogy to the discussion in Ref. 24 we may attribute the lower T c values of the pyrochlore lattice to geometric frustration. For the ferromagnetic ground state frustration is irrelevant, i.e. the groundstate energies are identical for the pyrochlore and simplecubic ferromagnets. However, due to frustration the upper bound of the eigenenergies (related to the absolute value of ground-state energy of the corresponding antiferromagnet) is much lower for the pyrochlore ferromagnet than that for the simple-cubic lattice. Hence, one can expect that excited states with antiferromagnetic spin correlations have lower energy for the pyrochlore ferromagnet resulting in a larger contribution to the partition function at a certain finite temperature T in comparison with the simple-cubic ferromagnet.
B. The kagome Heisenberg antiferromagnet
The two-dimensional (2D) kagome antiferromagnet is one of the most interesting and challenging spin models. There are numerous papers investigating the ground state of the s = 1/2 case, see, e.g., Refs. 25-37 and references therein, but so far no conclusive answer on the nature of the ground state and the existence of a spin gap has been found. The finite-temperature prop- erties are also widely discussed for the spin-1/2 model, including the analysis of HTE series. [12, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] On the other hand, there are several kagome compounds with spin quantum number s > 1/2. We mention, the jarosite compounds with s = 5/2 (see, e.g., Refs. 45, 46) [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] might be reasonable, but for s = 1 and for s = 3/2 certainly quantum effects are important. However, we will see that at least for the specific heat the classical Monte-Carlo data significantly deviate from the data for s = 5/2, see below.
We present the HTE series for χ and C up to order 10 and for arbitrary s in Appendix C. Remember that in Ref. 12 the HTE series for s = 1/2 for χ (C) was given up to order 15 (16) . [55] As a benchmark test we first compare in Figs. 3 and 4 our HTE-Padé data with available data for s = 1/2 model [12] and for the classical model. [52] This comparison leads to the conclusion that (i) the [4, 6] and [5, 5] Padé approximants are favorable and that (ii) our HTE-Padé data are quite accurate down to temperatures T /s(s + 1) ∼ 0.5 (T ∼ 0.4) for s = 1/2 (s → ∞). In particular, the maximum in C present for the s = 1/2 model at T /s(s + 1) ∼ 0.9, cf. Refs. 12, 38-43, is correctly described by our Padé approximants. features is the shoulder present in χ(T ) for s = 1/2 at about T /s(s + 1) = 1, which is also well described by our Padé approximants.
In Figs. 5 and 6 we compare the χ(T ) (Fig. 5 ) and C(T ) data ( Fig. 6 ) for spin quantum numbers s = 1/2, 1, . . . , 7/2, ∞. The susceptibility data clearly show that all curves for s > 1/2 form a narrow bundle in the temperature range accessible by our approach. Only for s = 1/2 the χ(T ) curve is out of this bundle. Hence, one can argue that for s > 1/2 quantum effects in χ are almost negligible at normalized temperatures T /s(s + 1) > ∼ 0.4. The situation is quite different for the specific heat C, cf. Fig. 6 . The maximum in C(T ), already mentioned above for s = 1/2, is evidently dependent on the spin quantum number s: Its position T max /s(s + 1) is shifted to lower normalized temperatures and its height C max in- creases with growing s. Hence, the quantum effects seem to be important also for quite large values of s. The basic difference in the influence of s on χ(T ) and C(T ) can be attributed to an exceptional density of low-lying singlet excitations, see e.g. Ref. 28 . These nonmagnetic excitations are irrelevant for χ but important for C. Hence, our HTE-Padé data for C(T ) can be understood as an indirect indication for the existence of a unusual large density of low-lying singlet excitation also for s > 1/2. We show the position T max /s(s + 1) and the height C max as a function of 1/s in Fig. 7 . From Fig. 6a it is obvious that for the [4, 6] -Padé approximant a maximum is exists only for s < 5/2. The tendency of how the classical limit is approached is clearly visible from our HTE data. There is indeed a remarkably strong dependence on the spin quantum number. The slope of the corre- (MC II) . Note, however, that the maximum in C(T ) for the classical model is not wellpronounced, rather there is a fairly broad region of high C values. [53] sponding curves shown in Fig. 7 is even increasing when approaching the classical limit 1/s = 0.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present the HTE series up to 10th order of the specific heat C and the uniform susceptibility χ for Heisenberg models with arbitrary exchange patterns J µν and spin quantum number s. Our HTE scheme is encoded in a C++ program using as input the exchange matrix J µν and spin quantum number s. Using Padé approximants for the HTE series the scheme can be used to discuss thermodynamic properties of general Heisenberg systems down to moderate temperatures of about T /s(s + 1) ∼ 0.4 . . . 0.5 and thus for the interpretation of experimental data in rather wide temperature range, especially if other precise methods such as the quantum Monte Carlo method or the finite-temperature density matrix renormalization group approach are not applicable. We apply our scheme to the 3D pyrochlore ferromagnet to calculate the Curie temperature T c in dependence on the spin quantum number s. Comparing T c of the pyrochlore ferromagnet with corresponding values for the simple-cubic ferromagnet we find that the triangular configuration of bonds present in the pyrochlore lattices leads to a noticeable lowering of T c . Using our HTE scheme for the kagome antiferromagnet we discuss the influence of s on the temperature dependence of C and χ. While the effect of s on χ in the accessible temperature range is rather weak, there is a well-pronounced shift of the maximum in the temperature dependence of specific heat to lower renormalized temperatures T /s(s + 1) when increasing s.
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Appendix A: Brief explanation how to explicitly get the HTE series for concrete Heisenberg models using the provided C++ program
As mentioned in the main text we encoded our HTE algorithm in a C++ program which allows to get explicitly the HTE series for concrete Heisenberg models. The C++ program code will be available at http://www.uni-magdeburg.de/jschulen/HTE_II/ after publication of this manuscript.
Then the code can be downloaded and freely used, e.g., on a state-of-the-art personal computer. To use the program the knowledge of C++ programming is not required. Until the paper is published we refer the interested user to our 8th order code available at http://www.uni-magdeburg.de/jschulen/HTE/. Let us briefly illustrate how to use the program.
General information
The C++ program calculates the coefficients of the HTE series of the susceptibility χ up to 10th order, the internal energy U up to 9th order and the specific heat C up to 10th order for a general Heisenberg model with up to four different exchange parameters labeled by j1, j2, j3, j4. There are two output modes. In the first one analytical expressions for the coefficients of the HTE as polynomials of j1, j2, j3 and j4 are obtained. In the second one the temperature dependence of χ, U and C for specific values of j1, j2, j3 and j4 are calculated numerically. Except the 'raw' HTE data in the output file also the Padé approximants (Padé [4, 6] , [5, 5] , [6, 4] for χ(T ) and C(T ), Padé [4, 5] , [5, 4] for U (T )) for the HTE series are given. To use the second mode the -g parameter must be set.
The first step is to compile the C++ source code. There is a Makefile included in the package designed for a LINUX computer with a gnu-C++ compiler (version 4.5 or higher, C++11 Language Features are needed) to create an executable file hte10 just by running 'make' in the directory with the source code files. By using the program on a computer with another operating system the compilation has to be adapted accordingly.
Before running the executable file you have to write a definition file defining your concrete Heisenberg system you want to investigate. This file contains the non-zero exchange integrals in the interaction matrix of the considered Heisenberg system, i.e. information on the interacting spin pairs (i, j) as well as the corresponding exchange parameters J ij . Note that finite systems also can be considered, thus allowing the comparison with exact diagonalization data. Then the set of interacting spin pairs (i, j) is per se finite. In case you want to consider infinite lattice systems in principle this set is also infinite, but a finite-lattice representative can be used to calculate the HTE series. However, this finite-lattice representative must be large enough to avoid boundary effects. Since the 10th order terms contain lattice paths along the J ij bonds with up to 10 steps the representative must allow more than 10 steps for any combination of exchange paths without reaching the boundaries when starting from a unit cell located in the center of the finitelattice representative (which we will call central unit cell in what follows). Note that a unit cell here means the magnetic unit cell matching to the symmetry of the exchange matrix. When using a finite-lattice representative with periodic boundary conditions, of course, any unit cell can serve as the central unit cell. The definition file has to be copied to that directory which contains the HTE code and the corresponding executable file hte10.
Below we give more detailed information on the definition file. Moreover, some examples for definition files are also included in this package, see below.
Structure of the definition file
In the program package three examples for a definition file are included, namely (i) the square lattice J 1 -J 2 model (definition file 'square.def'), (ii) the pyrochlorelattice Heisenberg model (definition file 'pyrochlore.def'), and (iii) the Heisenberg model on the kagome lattice (definition file 'kagome.def'). The first two examples are discussed in our previuos paper, see Ref. 15 . The kagome as well as again the pyrochlore lattices are discussed in the present paper.
The definition file shall contain information on the number of sites in the system (respectively on the corresponding finite-lattice representative), the number of non-zero exchange bonds, the number of sites in the unit cell, the labels of the spins (site numbers) in the central unit cell, and the exchange matrix itself.
The following lines show a simple example of a definition file for an elementary square with nearest-neighbor exchange j1 and next nearest-neighbor exchange j2.
# 4-spin-system # with 2 different exchange parameters j1 (NN) and j2 (diagonal NNN) Here is the 1st column: number of the bond, here bond number 2 2nd column: number of the first spin of the bond number 2, here 0 3rd column: number of the second spin of the bond number 2, here 3 4th column: symbol for the bond strength between spins 0 and 3, here j1.
Start of the program, input and output parameters
The following line and the table show how to run the executable file as well as all parameters of the program and its explanations. ./hte10 -i square.def -s 0.5 -o data_square_s_0.5.out -j1 1 -j2 0.4 -g -tm 50 -dt 0.01
Here in the output file 'data square s 0.5.out' numerical data for the HTE series (raw data and Padé approximants) for the temperature dependence of the susceptibility, the internal energy and the specific heat for specific values of j1 and j2 (i.e. J 1 = 1, J 2 = 0.4) are given for the square lattice J 1 -J 2 model (definition file 'square.def').
Appendix B: The high-temperature expansion for the susceptibility and the specific heat for the Heisenberg model on the pyrochlore lattice
The general formulas for the susceptibility and the specific heat for the Heisenberg model on the pyrochlore lattice with NN exchange constant J up to 8th order can be found in Ref. 15 . For the sake of consistency with this reference we have set β = 1 kB T in appendix A and B which is slightly different from the definition in section II. The formulas for the 9th and 10h order read for the susceptibility ).
and for the specific heat and for the specific heat We present the high-temperature expansion (HTE) up to 10th order of the specific heat C and the uniform susceptibility χ for Heisenberg models with arbitrary exchange patterns and arbitrary spin quantum number s. We encode the algorithm in a C++ program provided in the supplementary material and available at http://www.uni-magdeburg.de/jschulen/HTE10/ which allows to get explicitly the HTE series for concrete Heisenberg models. We apply our algorithm to pyrochlore ferromagnets and kagome antiferromagnets using several Padé approximants for the HTE series. For the pyrochlore ferromagnet we use the HTE data for χ to estimate the Curie temperature Tc as a function of the spin quantum number s. We find that Tc is smaller than that for the simple cubic lattice, although both lattices have the same coordination number. For the kagome antiferromagnet the influence of the spin quantum number s on the susceptibility as a function of renormalized temperature T /s(s + 1) is rather weak for temperatures down to T /s(s + 1) ∼ 0.3. On the other hand, the specific heat as a function of T /s(s + 1) noticeably depends on s. The characteristic maximum in C(T ) is monotonously shifted to lower values of T /s(s + 1) when increasing s.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic systems described by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian
are an active field of theoretical and experimental research. [1] The accurate description of these quantum many-body systems is a basic aim of theoretical investigations. The comparison with experimental studies typically requires the calculation of the temperature dependence of physical properties, such as the susceptibility χ and the specific heat C. For unfrustrated spin systems the quantum Monte Carlo technique is a suitable tool to provide precise data, but it is not applicable due to the sign problem for frustrated quantum spin models. [2] Hence, reliable results for strongly frustrated quantum spin models are notoriously rare. Since there is a very active research in the field of frustrated quantum magnetism, see e.g. Refs. 1, 3, 4 and references therein, theoretical methods to calculate thermodynamic quantities in the presence of frustration are highly desirable. One of the most interesting systems is the kagome Heisenberg antiferromagnet which we will consider in Sec. III B. This highly frustrated magnetic system has been extensively investigated theoretically for spin quantum number s = 1/2, see, e.g., Refs. 5-17, and in the classical limit s → ∞, see, e.g., Refs. 18-22. On the experimental side, * Electronic address: johannes.richter@physik.uni-magdeburg.de several kagome compounds have s > 1/2, however, the theoretical study of quantum models with s > 1/2 lags behind.
A universal straightforward approach to calculate thermodynamic quantities for unfrustrated as well as frustrated magnetic systems is the high-temperature expansion (HTE). For Heisenberg models this method was introduced in an early work by W. Opechowski [23] based on a method of approximate evaluation of the partition function developed by H.A. Kramers. In the 1950ies and 1960ies the method was further developed and widely applied to various Heisenberg systems, see e.g. Refs. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
The HTE method is now well-established and its application to magnetic systems is a basic tool in theoretical physics, see Refs. 29, 30 and references therein. For the Heisenberg model with nearest-neighbor interaction on standard lattices now typically the HTE is known up to high-orders, see for example Refs. 31, 32, and 33 where the HTE up to 14th order for the triangular and up to 16th order for the kagome and for the hyperkagome lattices were published. On the other hand, often magnetic compounds and corresponding spin models are of interest, where two, three or even more exchange constants are relevant. Typical examples are magnetic systems with nearest-neighbor, next-nearestneighbor, and 3rd-nearest-neighbor couplings, see, e.g., Ref. 34 . Moreover, in most of the quasi-low-dimensional magnetic compounds interchain or interlayer couplings play a role, see, e.g. Ref. 35 . Note further that available high-order HTE are often restricted to spin quantum number s = 1/2, see, e.g., Refs. 31, 32, 33, 36 and 37 as an example. As a rule, for such more complex exchange geometries and/or higher spin quantum numbers s > 1/2 relevant for the interpretation of ex-perimental data the HTE is not available in higher orders. An earlier attempt to bridge this gap was published in Ref. 38 , where general analytical HTE expressions were given for arbitrary s and arbitrary Heisenberg exchange couplings up to order three. Very recently the present authors have published a significant extension of this work using computer algebraic tools. [39] In that paper the HTE algorithm for general spin-s Heisenberg models up to 8th order was presented. This algorithm was encoded as a C++ program. The download (URL http://www.uni-magdeburg.de/jschulen/HTE/) and use are free. Thus this algorithm provides a flexible tool for the community to compute the HTE for the susceptibility and the specific heat, which can be used to analyze the thermodynamics of spin models, to check approximations, and, last but not least, to compare experimental data with model predictions.
In our previous work [39] we considered several models. Our results demonstrated that the 8th order HTE with a subsequent Padé approximation is (i) able to describe correctly the maximum of the susceptibility of a squarelattice s=1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet, (ii) can yield better results for spin systems in dimension d > 1 than full exact diagonalization, and (iii) gives good agreement with Monte Carlo data for the classical pyrochlore antiferromagnet down to temperatures of about 40% of the exchange coupling.
The aim of the present paper is twofold. On the one hand, we will extend our earlier approach [39] up to 10th order for general Heisenberg Hamiltonians (Sec II). Again we provide this new extended tool as a freely accessible C++ program, see supplementary material [40] and also http://www.uni-magdeburg.de/jschulen/HTE10/, were except the code a manual on how to use the code can also be found.
We recommend to use http://www.uni-magdeburg.de/jschulen/HTE10/, since there will be provided available updates of the code (fixing of bugs, improvement of the code, etc.). On the other hand, results for the susceptibility and the specific heat for the spin-s Heisenberg model on the pyrochlore and the kagome lattices are provided (Sec III), which we will use to discuss the influence of the spin quantum number on the thermodynamics of these models. In the Appendices A and B we present explicitly the HTE series for the pyrochlore and the kagome spin-s Heisenberg magnets. In the supplementary part [40] we present the detailed results for the 10th order HTE of specific heat and susceptibility and the auxiliary quantities to be introduced in Sect II.
II. BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THE METHOD
Interestingly, the coefficients c Σ,f n in (2) can be written in the form of scalar products between two vectors Q and p such that the first vector Q only depends on the spin system Σ, but not on s, and the second one p only on the considered quantity f and the spin quantum number s. The index set of the vectors p and Q can be identified with finite sets G f n of multigraphs, see Ref. 39 for the details. Thus the scalar product of Q and p is a sum over multigraphs G ∈ G f n :
In this example the p f (G) are polynomials in the variable r ≡ s(s + 1) of the form p f (G) = n ν=0 a ν r ν , where n is the order of HTE in (3). This holds in general. Also generally the Q Σ (G) are polynomials in the coupling constants J µν that can be calculated by considering the various ways of embedding the graph G into the spin system. For example, each mapping of the 3-chain s s s onto three spins with numbers λ < µ < ν gives rise to a term J λµ J µν in Q Σ (G). The condition λ < µ < ν guarantees that different embeddings resulting from symmetries of G are counted only once. Also this is typical for the general situation.
For the determination of Q Σ (G) there exist effective computer programs. On the other hand, we have determined the "universal" polynomials p f (G) for f = χ, C and γ(G) ≤ 10, see Ref. 40 . The method used has been explained to some details in Ref. 39 and will only be sketched here. The crucial auxiliary data are the polynomials p (t) (G)(r) resulting from the moments of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian (1) viã
In this case the polynomials can be shown to be of the form
is the number of vertices of G and γ = γ(G) the number of edges. These polynomials have been essentially determined by numerically calculating Tr H n and Q Σ (G) for a suitable number of randomly chosen spin systems and then solving the linear system of equations (11) for the p (t) (G). This has to be repeated for different values of s = 1/2, 1, 3/2, . . . in order to estimate the rational coefficients of the polynomials p (t) (G)(r), r = s(s + 1). Additionally, partial analytical results from Refs. 29 and 39 have been used and various cross checks have been performed.
As described in Ref. 39 , one deduces from the p (t) (G) the "magnetic moments"
III. APPLICATIONS
The region of validity of the HTE can be extended by Padé approximants [41] (see also Refs. 29 and 30) . The Padé approximants are ratios of two polynomials [m, n] = P m (x)/R n (x) of degree m and n and they provide an analytic continuation of a function f (x) given by a power series. As a rule approximants with m ∼ n provide best results. Since we have a power series up to 10th order, we use here the corresponding [4, 6] , [5, 5] , and [6, 4] Padé approximants. As in our previous paper [39] we will present the temperature dependence of physical quantities using a renormalized temperature T /s(s + 1). 
A. The pyrochlore Heisenberg ferromagnet
The pyrochlore antiferromagnet has attracted much attention over the last years as an example of a highly frustrated three-dimensional (3D) magnetic system, see, e.g. Refs. 42-44 and references therein. In our previous paper [39] we have already presented the analytical expressions for χ and C up to order 8 as well as the temperature dependence of the susceptibility for the pyrochlore Heisenberg antiferromagnet, where a very good agreement of the [4, 4] Padé approximant with classical Monte Carlo results down to temperatures of about 40% of the exchange coupling was found. The new terms of HTE in orders 9 and 10 can be found in Appendix A.
Here we consider the ferromagnetic case. We consider only nearest neighbor bonds and set J µν = J = −1 for neighboring sites µ and ν. We want to demonstrate that the 10th order HTE is an appropriate tool to determine the critical (Curie) temperature T c for 3D ferromagnets. 1/s pyro: q n pyro: [4, 6] pyro: [5, 5] pyro: [6, 4] sc MC: sc sc [4, 6] To the best of our knowledge so far no data for T c of the pyrochlore ferromagnet were reported in the literature. In Fig. 1 we show the Padé approximant [4, 6] of the inverse susceptibility 1/χ. We see the typical behavior of 3D ferromagnet. The extreme quantum case s = 1/2 is somewhat separated from the other curves, but for s > 1 the curves are very close to each other. The zeros of 1/χ(T ) curves can be understood as an estimate of the critical temperature. More sophisticated methods exploit the behavior of the expansion coefficients c n , see Eq. (2), of the susceptibility to determine T c , see, e.g. Refs. 24, 26, 45. One variant is to analyze the quotient q n = c n /c n−1 . If the critical behavior of χ is given by χ(T ) ∝ (T − T c ) −λ , T → T c + 0, in the limit n → ∞ this quotient depends linearly on 1/n according to q n = We made a linear fit of our HTE data for q n including data points for n = 5, . . . , 10 to get an approximate value for T c . Our results for T c are shown in Fig. 2 . For comparison we also show T c data for the simple-cubic ferromagnet, where precise Monte Carlo data are available for s = 1/2 (Ref. 46) and for s → ∞ (Ref. 47) , which yield an impression of the accuracy of the HTE estimate of T c . Except for the s = 1/2-pyrochlore case the q n data follow reasonably well a straight line (see also the error bars in Fig. 2 ). For the s = 1/2-pyrochlore ferromagnet the linear fit of the q n data due to extremely large fluctuations of the data fails. [48] The comparison with the Monte Carlo data for the simple-cubic ferromagnet demonstrates that indeed the HTE series up to order 10 for the susceptibility may yield accurate values for T c . Already the poles in the Padé approximants provide reasonable results (we have about 14% deviation from Monte Carlo data for s = 1/2 and about 9% for s → ∞). The linear fit of q n is even very close to the Monte Carlo results.
Comparing the pyrochlore and simple cubic lattices we find that T c is significantly lower for the pyrochlore lattice. (Note that a simple molecular field approximation would lead to identical values of T c , since both lattices have the same coordination number.) A similar finding was reported in Ref. 49 , where the Curie temperatures of stacked square and a stacked kagome ferromagnets were compared. In analogy to the discussion in Ref. 49 we may attribute the lower T c values of the pyrochlore lattice to geometric frustration. For the ferromagnetic ground state frustration is irrelevant, i.e. the groundstate energies are identical for the pyrochlore and simplecubic ferromagnets. However, due to frustration the upper bound of the eigenenergies (related to the absolute value of ground-state energy of the corresponding antiferromagnet) is much lower for the pyrochlore ferromagnet than that for the simple-cubic lattice. Hence, one can expect that excited states with antiferromagnetic spin correlations have lower energy for the pyrochlore ferromagnet resulting in a larger contribution to the partition function at a certain finite temperature T in comparison with the simple-cubic ferromagnet.
B. The kagome Heisenberg antiferromagnet
The two-dimensional (2D) kagome antiferromagnet is one of the most interesting and challenging spin models. There are numerous papers investigating the ground state of the s = 1/2 case, see, e.g., Refs. 5-17, 50, 51 and references therein, but so far no conclusive answer on the nature of the ground state and the existence of a spin gap has been found. The finite-temperature properties are also widely discussed for the spin-1/2 model, including the analysis of HTE series. [32, [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] On the other hand, there are several kagome compounds with spin quantum number s > 1/2. We mention, the jarosite compounds with s = 5/2 (see, e.g., Refs. 59, 60) [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] might be reasonable, but for s = 1 and for s = 3/2 certainly quantum effects are important. However, we will see that at least for the specific heat the classical Monte Carlo data significantly deviate from the data for s = 5/2, see below.
We present the HTE series for χ and C up to order 10 and for arbitrary s in Appendix B. Remember that in Ref. 32 the HTE series for s = 1/2 for χ (C) was given up to order 15 (16) . [64] As a benchmark test we first compare in Figs. 3 and 4 our HTE-Padé data with available data for s = 1/2 model [32] and for the classical model. [20] This comparison leads to the conclusion that (i) the [4, 6] and [5, 5] and that (ii) our HTE-Padé data are quite accurate down to temperatures T /s(s + 1) ∼ 0.5 (T ∼ 0.4) for s = 1/2 (s → ∞). In particular, the maximum in C present for the s = 1/2 model at T /s(s + 1) ∼ 0.9, cf. Refs. 32, 52-57, is correctly described by our Padé approximants. Note, however, that for s = 1/2 there are indications for a second low-temperature maximum in C(T ) below T /s(s + 1) = 0.1, see Refs. 32, 53, 54, 56, which is not covered by our HTE approach. Another characteristic features is the shoulder present in χ(T ) for s = 1/2 at about T /s(s + 1) = 1, which is also well described by our Padé approximants.
In Figs. 5 and 6 we compare the χ(T ) (Fig. 5 ) and C(T ) data ( that all curves for s > 1/2 form a narrow bundle in the temperature range accessible by our approach. Only for s = 1/2 the χ(T ) curve is out of this bundle. Hence, one can argue that for s > 1/2 quantum effects in χ are almost negligible at normalized temperatures T /s(s + 1) > ∼ 0.4. The situation is quite different for the specific heat C, cf. Fig. 6 . The maximum in C(T ), already mentioned above for s = 1/2, is evidently dependent on the spin quantum number s: Its position T max /s(s + 1) is shifted to lower normalized temperatures and its height C max increases with growing s. Hence, the quantum effects seem to be important also for quite large values of s. The basic difference in the influence of s on χ(T ) and C(T ) can be attributed to an exceptional density of low-lying singlet excitations, see e.g. Ref. 6 . These nonmagnetic excitations are irrelevant for χ but important for C. Hence, our HTE-Padé data for C(T ) can be understood as an indirect indication for the existence of a unusual large density of low-lying singlet excitation also for s > 1/2. We show the position T max /s(s + 1) and the height C max as a function of 1/s in Fig. 7 . From Fig. 6a it is obvious that for the [4, 6] -Padé approximant a maximum is exists only for s < 5/2. The tendency of how the classical limit is approached is clearly visible from our HTE data. There is indeed a remarkably strong dependence on the spin quantum number. The slope of the corresponding curves shown in Fig. 7 is even increasing when approaching the classical limit 1/s = 0. Let us mention that for the above discussion of the maximum of the specific heat the 8th order HTE presented in our previous paper [39] is not appropriate, since the corresponding [4, 4] Padé approximant exhibits an unphysical pole in the vicinity of the maximum for s > 1/2.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present the HTE series up to 10th order of the specific heat C and the uniform susceptibility χ for Heisenberg models with arbitrary exchange patterns J µν and spin quantum number s. Our HTE scheme is encoded in a C++ program using as input the exchange matrix J µν and spin quantum number s. Using Padé approximants for the HTE series the scheme can be used to discuss thermodynamic properties of general Heisenberg systems down to moderate temperatures of about T /s(s + 1) ∼ 0.4 . . . 0.5 and thus for the interpretation of experimental data in rather wide temperature (MC II) . Note, however, that the maximum in C(T ) for the classical model is not wellpronounced, rather there is a fairly broad region of high values of C. [21] range, especially if other precise methods such as the quantum Monte Carlo method or the finite-temperature density matrix renormalization group approach are not applicable. We apply our scheme to the 3D pyrochlore ferromagnet to calculate the Curie temperature T c in dependence on the spin quantum number s. Comparing T c of the pyrochlore ferromagnet with corresponding values for the simple-cubic ferromagnet we find that the triangular configuration of bonds present in the pyrochlore lattices leads to a noticeable lowering of T c . Using our HTE scheme for the kagome antiferromagnet we discuss the influence of s on the temperature dependence of C and χ. While the effect of s on χ in the accessible temperature range is rather weak, there is a well-pronounced shift of the maximum in the temperature dependence of specific heat to lower renormalized temperatures T /s(s + 1) when increasing s.
and for the specific heat where r = s(s + 1).
